such that whenever pairs of closed sets U" R -U , h, j < i, do not meet their distance > 0. We thus have an upper bound for ei, 1 the mesh of zi+1 and we choose {Ie } 0 monotonely. As a consequence of the construction, plus the last condition we verify that A thus obtained is normal.
3. The following additional conditions are readily imposed upon A: (a) the order' of 2 + 1 is the lowest possible for any 2 c V2; in particular, if the order of R, say co, is finite we can take order Zi = w for every i; (b) F(U) is of dimension < 7 = dim R. As a consequence and with unimportant modifications we can extend to R the proof given by Urysohn for a compact space of
The Lebesgue order theorem: dim R = order R. Regarding this proposition, for the separable case it was only proved up to date that order R _ dim R (Menger).
4. Along with the construction of A we obtain an image R on H of our initial space having the following property: Let R* be the closure of R on H. The set R* is self-compact and A induces on it a normal development A* = {}Z such that 2*' is of the same order as 2; (X designates the aggregate of the closures of the sets of Z). Let in particular the 's be of order X = n = dim R. Then likewise order Zi = n for every i. From this follows that R* is of order < n and hence that dim R* < n. But R* contains an n-set, namely, R itself. Hence dim R* = n and we have Imbedding theorem.-R can always be mapped topologically on a compact metric space of the same dimension.
In a recent paper2 we have gieven a number of results regarding the immersion of a compact metric n-space in S2" + 1. As a consequence of the imbedding theorem they are all valid for any separable metric space. 18, 1932 
